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OBJECTIVE

To assess the association of white matter integrity with
the Verbal-Performance IQ (VIQ-PIQ) discrepancy in
healthy individuals.

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Voxelwise analysis demonstrated:

A. Cor6cobulbar and Cor6cospinal Tract

• positive associations of the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score and FA in
structures that compose the corticobulbar, corticospinal, superior
occipitofrontal fasiculus and cingulum;
• inverse associations of the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score and FA in
the corticocortical association fibers of the right external capsule.

BACKGROUND

• The VIQ-PIQ discrepancy is common across childhood
developmental disorders
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• PIQ is typically greater than VIQ (PIQ>VIQ) in
Autism1,2, Dyslexia3, and Language Disorder4.
• VIQ>PIQ in children with Non-Verbal Learning
Disability5.
• Our previous studies demonstrate in healthy
individuals the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy is associated with
significant cortical thinning (VIQ>PIQ) or thickening
(PIQ>VIQ) in posterior cortices and in frontal portions
of frontostriatal circuits (inferior frontal gyrus and
anterior cingulate cortex)6.

Possibly the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy derives from differences in tissue
organization in discrete white matter fiber tracts that support
independent information processing capacities.
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Posterior Corona Radiata

Posterior Internal Capsule

B. Superior Occipitofrontal Fasiclus

• We have also demonstrated reduced activation of
frontal cortices during the engagement of cognitive
control as the magnitude of the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy
increases7.
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Alterna)vely, the discrepancy between performance on verbal and
spa)al informa)on processing tasks may derive from altera)ons in
white ma:er microstructures in a singular anatomical feature that
underlies the discrepancy.
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METHODS
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Diffusion Tensor Imaging MRI were acquired from 166 healthy control participants, age 6 to 79 years (Table 1).

Parietal Lobe White Ma:er
Table 1. Demographic data for the sample.

C. Cingulum
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Taken together these findings suggest a distributed network that
explains one aspect of variability in normal intelligence and that is
likely relevant to the genesis of many childhood developmental
disorders.
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and VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score was evaluated using a Student’s t-test.
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In this case enhanced FA could occur in areas suppor)ng verbal
performance, resul)ng in higher VIQ scores, while in other areas of
this puta)ve anatomical feature decreased FA could produce
simultaneously lower PIQ.

Our previous work identified variation in cortical anatomy associated
with the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score in regions that appear to underlie
dysfunction in information processing that would specifically affect
performance on IQ tasks.

D. External Capsule
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VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score. The VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score was calculated with each participant’s
VIQ and PIQ score obtained from the WASI (Wechsler, 1999). To create the VIQ-regressed-on-PIQ
score, we regressed the VIQ score onto the PIQ score, setting the intercept to zero, and saved the
residual. These VIQ-regressed-on-PIQ residual scores were normally distributed.
Image preprocessing. For each subject, we computed for each DTI volume the resultant
displacement relative to the first unweighted (B0) volume using the three translation parameters from
mcflirt in FSL. For each subject we extracted the maximum resultant displacement throughout all DTI
acquisitions. The DTI acquisitions were averaged and Fractional Anisotropy (FA) images were
generated. Each subject’s B0 images were coregistered to their own T2-weighted structural images
using linear and nonlinear coregistration algorithms in FSL. T2 images of controls were coregistered
to the “most representative” control image and then averaged to create a mean T2. All T2s were
coregistered to this mean T2 image.
Analyses. Multivariate linear regression at each point on the reference surface examined
associations of the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score with FA. False Discovery Rate was used to account for
the multiple correlations computed across the cortical surface. The p-value of the correlation between FA

• In regions/fiber tracts with positive associations between FA and
the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy, perhaps increased tissue organization,
fiber integrity, or fascicle coherence produces enhanced
performance on verbal tasks and higher VIQ scores.
• In fiber tracts with inverse associations between FA and the VIQPIQ discrepancy, decreased organization and greater diffusivity
produces poorer performance on spatial tasks and lower PIQ
scores.
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Figure 1. The VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score associated positively with FA in structures composing: A. corticobulbar and corticospinal tract
(bilateral posterior corona radiata, posterior internal capsule); B. the superior occipitofrontal fasiclus (bilateral parietal lobe white matter);
C. the cingulum; and D. the VIQ-PIQ discrepancy score associated inversely with FA in the right external capsule.
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